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Summary
If you are passionate about the teaching profession, then this would be a perfect career choice. You can apply through online
application forms from college official websites. Also, get the application offline from respective college. There are plenty of
reputed JBT colleges in Delhi.
Message
Junior Basic Training is abbreviated as JBT. Are you planning to take up this full-time diploma course? You need to explore a few
important information. This blog article is exclusively dedicated to you. Get to know more about eligibility criteria, admission
procedure, and career scope of JBT. Eligibility Criteria To Get JBT Admission in Delhi Colleges If you are passionate about the
teaching profession, then this would be a perfect career choice. You can apply through online application forms from college official
websites. Also, get the application offline from respective college. There are plenty of reputed JBT colleges in Delhi. Every
candidate must have 10+2 or any other equivalent qualification. He or she must possess at least 45 percent from the recognized
university. Important Things You Need To Know About Admission Procedure Most of the colleges accept the admissions based on
the entrance exam results. Some also consider the 10 + 2 marks. There are few institutes who also conduct entrance exams to qualify
students for JBT Admission in Delhi. Such entrance exams will vary from one college to another. JBT training helps the candidate to
learn the required skills to work as a teacher. As a future teacher, you will be preparing in the following areas: Create and Plan the
Teaching Maintenance of Disciplined Classroom Methodology to teach school curriculum Exciting JBT Career Opportunities The
teaching field is extremely challenging and demanding in nature. Remember that you hold the responsibility of shaping up the career
of young minds. So, you will be focusing on the moral development of students along with academic knowledge. Teaching is
considered as the most rewarding profession. It includes interesting job opportunities like the primary school teacher, secondary
school teacher, lecturer, career adviser, etc.
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